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Summary

This paper presents a method of prediction the moment capacity of bcam-to-column minor-
axis joints, where the beam is directly connected to the web of an I section column, causing
bending about the minor-axis of the column section. The strength is limited by the formation
of plastic failure mechanisms in the column web. Several failure modes for bolted and welded
connections are discussed, and a design method based on yield line theory is proposed. The
method is also applicable to the design of connections between a beam and a RHS column.

1. Introduction

Fig. 1 shows some common types of beam-to-column minor-axis joints where the beam is

directly connected to the column web without stiffeners. The connection can be welded or
bolted using web cleats, flange cleats, flush end plates or extended end plates.

The revised Annex J T1 ] of the Eurocode 3 provides design rules for the evaluation of the
resistance of connecting elements (end plates, cleats, bolts) but it does not cover the common
case of failure due to the out-of-plane deformation of the column web.

Failure mechanisms of the column web are briefly described in this paper and it should be

emphasised that the same kind of mechanisms can be observed in the case of connections
between a beam and a rectangular hollow section (RHS) column, Fig. 2. These failure
mechanisms are divided into two main groups: Local and Global mechanisms, described
hereafter. A local failure means that the yield line pattern is localised only in the compression
zone or in the tension zone, Fig. 3, while in the global failure the yield line pattern involves
both compression and tension zones, Fig. 4.

The moment transmitted by the beam to the column web may be decomposed in a couple of
forces F acting in the compression and tension zones. Two different loading cases arc
analysed:
— Loading case I : the load F acts on a rigid rectangle with the dimensions b x c, Fig. 5, as

in the case of a welded connection where these dimensions arc defined by the perimeter of
the welds around the beam flange;

— Loading case 2: the load F is transmitted by one or more rows of bolts, as in the tension

zone of the bolted connections represented in Fig. 6 and 8.
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Fig. 3. Local mechanism
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Fig. 4. Global mechanism

2. Local failure

2.1 Flexural mechanisms

Basic failure mechanisms arc obtained by the Johansen yield line method, using log-spiral
fans in order to optimise the yield line pattern. The plastic
moment per unit length of yield line is given by

/,<„,= 0,25 tjj\. (1)

j\ yield stress; tw thickness of the column web).

-V-
• b H

I

Fig. 5. Yield line pattern
(Local mechanism)

In the flexural mechanisms, it is assumed that the plastic
moment is not reduced by the presence of shear force
perpendicular to the plane of the web; this reduction is
taken into account in section 2.3. The plastic failure load
associated to the optimised mechanism of Fig. 5, for F
acting on a rectangle bxc (loading case 1 is given by

F,,t Alt'n,,t
4 2c

1 + — cot0 + cot20H
it 7t(L-b))y
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where 9 is the solution of the equation
L-b cot9, and L d -l,5r.

For practical design puiposes it is desirable to make use of a simplified formula, explicit in
Fpl, which may be given by the approximate solution

4/r/;z, '
Ft*

l-

b_ 2c_

L kL
L

(2)

For the loading case 2 (e.g. Fig. 6), the mean diameter of the boll head, Fig. 7, is defined by

(3)(I dj

Fig. 6. Failure mechanism ofbolted connection

The yield line mechanism of Fig. 6 leads
to the plastic load

1h—cot 9 + cot2 9 ],
K

_
4 K,np)

L-b,

where a d,„ e

bx K + d,n l-e 2

and 9 is the solution of the equation

L-b,
— L'Ol II

2e2 cot 9

Instead of this complex system of
equations, the simplified formula (2) may
also be used for the evaluation of the
failure load in the tension zone, Fig. 8, if
this zone is replaced by an equivalent
rectangle with the dimensions:

—V—
b=b0+OSil,

\
boll
head

tension
zone

Ï
c=<-„+0,9d,„

1

Fig. 7. Bolt head (or nut)

compression zone

1

Fig. 8. Bolted connection
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b bu + 0,9dm

c c0+0,9dm'

The same formula (2) may therefore be used in the two loading cases.

2.2 Punching shear mechanisms

For the loading case 1 the punching perimeter is a rectangle with the dimensions bxc. The
punching load is then given by

2(b + c) v;,;, where vpl f„, fjV3. (5)

For the loading case 2 the punching of the column web around each boll head must be
checked. If there are n bolts in the tension zone, the punching load is given by

Fp„„a, nKd,„ V (6)

2.3 Combined flexurai and punching shear mechanisms

A combined flexurai and punching shear
mechanism presents not only flexurai yield
lines (thick lines in Fig. 9) but also punching
shear yield lines (dotted lines in Fig. 9).
Packer et al [2] proposed similar combined
failure modes using straight lines or circular
fans, instead of the optimised mechanism of
Fig. 9 that uses log-spiral fans.

The present solution also takes into account
that the plastic moment per unit length of
yield line is reduced by the presence of shear
when v (the shear force per unit length)

0.5 v„, v;,,

Fig. 9. Combined flexurai and punching shear Fig. 10. Interaction between m (moment)
failure and v (shearforce)
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exceeds 509f of v according lo the interaction diagram of Fig. 10. This provides a

refinement of the previous solution proposed by the authors [3J. In spite of the refinement, the

expression for the plastic load is presented in a simpler form (avoiding the iterative procedure
of the previous solution):

1,5 c x + A"
4

where: a L — b,

K -\jL(a + .v) + 2c

a + .v a/3 tu. (a + .v)
(7)

.v 0

a/3 t
.v — it + ~

^ V^ ^
if b —

if b - K

xu L — ] + 0,23 —( — ^
LJ L\L L-b

and b L 1 - 0,82-j + 2,8
LL

but b,„ > 0, (8)

Equation (7) provides an additional advantage with respect to the pervious solution [3]: it may
be applied in the full range 0 <b<L, instead of the previous constraint b < 0,8 L.

For the loading case 2 (bolted connections) the equivalent rectangle, defined by equation (4),

may be used.

2.4 Correction to take into account the difference between Johansen and Von Mises
yield criteria

The plastic failure loads obtained by the yield line method differ from the exact solutions
based on the Von Mises yield criterion. It was shown [5] that if (b + c)/L > 0,5 the optimised

yield line mechanisms provide an accurate solution. However, if (b-+c)/L < 0,5, the yield
line method overestimates the plastic load. The influence of the yield criteria on the plastic
load was evaluated by numerical simulations performed with the finite element program

FINELG [4] that uses the Von Mises yield criterion, instead
of the square yield criterion (Fig. 11) used in the Johansen

yield line method.

Final expressions for flexural mechanism as well as for
combined mechanism should then include a correction
factor k tha. multiplies Ecj. (2) or Eq.(7) in order to obtain
an accurate plastic load. The correction factor k may be

evaluated as [5]:

fl if (b + c)/L> 0,5
It H • (9)

/•ig. II. Yield criteria for plates [0,7 + 0,6 (b + c)/L if (b + c)/L< 0,5
(in I, m2 - principal moments)

m I

Johansen

Y
Von Mises

/ / I)!?

y<—---
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2.5 Comparison between the three modes of local failure

It is obvious that equations (7) and (2) are identical when x 0 (no punching), meaning that
the combined mechanism is transformed into the pure flexural mechanism. This occurs when
b < bm, where bm is the particular value of b that determines the boundary between the two
mechanisms. When b > bm equation (7) gives a plastic load always smaller than equation (2),
which means that equation (2) is useless.

The local failure mechanism is the mechanism associated to the lowest plastic load which is

then given by
Fi„.»i ^FQ2). (10)

The three modes of local failure are compared in Fig. 12 for a bolted connection with two
bolts in the tension zone, like that of Fig. 6. The bolted diameter is fixed to dm =0,1 C, and
from equation (4) the equivalent rectangle is defined by b bu + 0,09 L and c 0,09 L. Fig.
12 shows the variation of the failure load (thick line) as a function of b, representing the three
modes of failure.

Fig. 12. Comparison between the three modes of localfailure

3. Global failure *

The global failure load, for flexural mechanisms or for combined flexural and punching
mechanisms, may be evaluated as

_ kFQ2 (2b „ ^
Fsl„h„i —jr+'»„( (Y+k+2p} 11}

where FQ2 and k are given by equations (7) and (9), h is the distance between centres of
compression and tension zones, and p is given by
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p 1 ifOJ<-^-<lL-b
h A

p if 1< < 10
L-b L-b

Outside the range 0,7 <—-—< 1 equation (11) is no more valid. However it underestimates
L — b

the plastic load if the following values of p are assumed:

p l for —— < 0,7
L-b

p= 10 for —> 10

Global failure mechanisms involve both compression and tension zones, Fig. 4. These
mechanisms are assumed to be symmetrical with respect to a horizontal and to a vertical axis
in the plane of the column web. The horizontal symmetry is not an exact assumption when the
dimensions bxc of the compression zone are different from those of the tension zone, e.g.
Fig. 8. In this case equation (11) should be applied separately for each zone, leading to two
different loads, and the failure load will be an intermediate value. However the two zones are
often assumed to be equal (see section 4) and then equation (11) will be applied only once.

4. Ultimate moment

The ultimate moment is finally obtained by Mpl =/tx min(F;w.u/,FxWM,) where h is the
distance between centres of compression and tension zones. It may be assumed, in common
cases, that the beam only transmits moment to the column (no axial force in the beam) which
means that the compression and tension forces are equal. Referring to the connection in Fig.
8, the tension force is first evaluated and, as the compression force is equal to the tension
force, the dimension c of the compression zone will be determined in order to have the same
plastic load. As an alternative to this determination of h, a direct evaluation of this value may
be obtained by assuming that compression and tension zones have the same dimensions bxc

In some situations (e.g. Fig. 13), h, and b are known, but c is indeterminate. From the
condition of mpment maximisation with respect to c, the following c may be obtained:

c h,^0,S^ + O,if"-0',5) but 0<c< 0,5/t,.

5. Conclusions

The evaluation of the moment capacity of minor-axis joints is a complex task due to the large
number of failure modes of the column web. The proposed method, however, predicts these
failure modes with few expressions, easy to use by designers. Comparisons of theoretical
predictions with 12 experimental tests [6] and with a large number of numerical simulations
[7] confirm the accuracy of the analytical method. Details on the background of this method

may be found in [8],
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a) side view b) front view

Fig. 13. Joint with two beams one of each side of the column web
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